2001 corolla oil

After normal business hours sales Not your vehicle? Please click the "Add to Cart" button and
select the suggested quantities on the following page. Then click Checkout after you have
added the last item to the cart. Multiple oils or filters may be compatible with your vehicle
below. I drive around 14, miles per year divided by Now let's divide 14, by This means after
some math calculation that I used 27 gallons less x 2. This is what the oil cost me per year so I
got the oil for free! Plus I have peace of mind that my vehicle will not endure punishment saving
me even more in repairs and no wasting time times per year dozing off in a waiting room at the
dealership! This oil is awesome!! Drive a taxi? Do you own several taxis? Are you a Lyft or Uber
driver who is a big time road warrior driving thousands of miles per month? This means you
have to change your engine oil often such as every months, depending on the miles driven.
Switch to Amsoil and protect your engine while making more money since you will not be
spending your time changing your oil. Buy today and not have to worry about changing your oil
so quickly! We try to keep one page for each model vehicle. To decrease engine wear, opt for
synthetic motor oil rather than conventional. Synthetic oil is manufactured, so it lacks
impurities. It burns cleaner and keeps your engine free of sludge and deposits. Your Vehicle's
Information. Amsoil has your back! Bullet proof your Corolla's engine! With filter 3. Amsoil
backs up all claims with proof! Support American Oil! It has advanced synthetic technology that
resists chemical breakdown for maximum wear protection for your vehicle which is well beyond
the traditional 3,mile oil change interval. Also top-notch protection for SUVs, heavy equipment,
and other heavy-duty vehicles. Made in the USA. This severe gear lube will protect bearings,
gears from friction and exceeds performance of any regular gear oil out there! Keep your truck
or vehicle out of the shop and avoid costly repairs with this made in the USA lube. It is made
with synthetic base oils and top additives without adding any wax. Amsoil Severe Gear is solid
against thermal breakdown. Will give you awesome protection for bearings and gears and tough
against heat which will help extend the life of your equipment and avoid costly repairs. Made in
the U. Transmission filters Product Name Product Description Product WIX Transmission Filter
Wix transmission filters will protect your Toyota Corolla's transmission from harmful
contaminants in the transmission fluid system and proper filtration reduces wear and prevents
sticking in your Corolla. Lasts up to , miles or five years! Related Products. Toggle navigation
menu. Free catalog Become a dealer. Links about Amsoil Car lookup guide Privacy Policy. Save
time and money and costly repairs at the auto shop! Protect your Corolla with the best synthetic
oil! This is the best oil filter for your Toyota Corolla and is designed to last up to 25k normal
conditions or 15k miles severe conditions or 1 year, whichever comes first. This special formula
is made for harsh operating conditions that pick-up trucks endure. This lube is made to exceed
the requirements of equipment and all vehicles that require SAE 80W viscosity. Amsoil's
Signature Series Multi-Vehicle Synthetic automatic transmission fluid is made to blow the doors
off any regular or conventional ATF fluids on the market and our oil surpasses the performance
needs of most vehicles. Protect your transmission and avoid costly repairs. This fluid has an
advanced formula to give awesome top-notch protection under harsh operating conditions.
Transmission repairs are expensive so protect your vehicle with this great fluid! Outsanding
protection and resists varnish! Change interval based on your Corolla's recommendation. Wix
transmission filters will protect your Toyota Corolla's transmission from harmful contaminants
in the transmission fluid system and proper filtration reduces wear and prevents sticking in
your Corolla. Lasts in your Toyota Corolla for up to , miles or five years! What is the
manufacturer-recommended maintenance schedule for a Toyota Corolla? Find maintenance info
for your vehicle. Get the advice you need at Firestone Complete Auto Care! We are experts in
car care â€” not just tires. We know all about motor oil, too. Check the interval for your vehicle
mileage in the table above. Outside of Toyota-recommended oil change intervals, your Corolla
may need an oil change if your check engine light is on, you hear engine knocking, smell oil
inside the car, or see an excess amount of vehicle exhaust. You may also need an oil change
more frequently than Toyota recommends if you haul heavy loads, drive in dusty areas, go
off-roading a lot, or drive at low speeds for long distances. More frequent oil changes generally
won't harm your Toyota Corolla. In fact, more frequent oil changes give our technicians more
opportunities to catch and alert you to any issues, like worn brake pads or a weak battery.
Whether you need high mileage oil, synthetic oil, or conventional oil, you'll find the right Toyota
Corolla motor oil at Firestone Complete Auto Care. Toyota has recommendations as to whether
conventional or synthetic oil is the ideal engine oil for your Corolla. Motor oil reduces friction
between engine components, maintain proper engine temperature, and prevent harmful
substances from accumulating in the engine. Wondering if we carry the right motor oil for your
Toyota? Your Corolla engine deserves the very best, which is why we only stock the best! There
are plenty of motor oils on the market today, so why do we prefer these brands? They are tested
and trusted. For instance, when tested in taxi fleets across North America, Quaker State was

shown to provide 2x more protection than the industry standard. Pennzoil Synthetics are the
most technologically advanced, fully formulated motor oils available and exceed current
industry and manufacturer requirements. But don't forget about Shell Rotella for heavy-duty
engines. It's specifically designed for diesel and gasoline engines that need to withstand
rugged conditions, and is uniquely fortified to offer increased wear protection, heightened
performance in extreme temperatures, and improved oxidation resistance. Always refer to
Toyota's recommendations before going with a new or different motor oil for your Toyota
Corolla. We'll take care of you quickly, with the right engine oil at a competitive price. Find out
how much your Toyota Corolla oil change will cost by calling ahead. Get professional engine
care by making an oil change appointment for your Corolla today. For your convenience, many
of our stores are open late and on weekends! Schedule your next appointment today. LE CE S.
SELECT MILEAGEâ€¦ 5, miles 7, miles 10, miles 15, miles 20, miles 22, miles 25, miles 30, miles
35, miles 37, miles 40, miles 45, miles 50, miles 52, miles 55, miles 60, miles 65, miles 67, miles
70, miles 75, miles 80, miles 82, miles 85, miles 90, miles 95, miles 97, miles , miles , miles ,
miles , miles , miles , miles. Engine oil is a lubricant for the moving parts in your engine. Can I
change my Toyota Corolla oil at home? It requires special tools and old oil must be disposed of
properly. Why is my Toyota Corolla spewing blue or gray exhaust smoke? You could have an oil
leak and have a case of burning oil. Time to have a qualified technician check things out. The
leak could be the result of worn valve seals, damaged piston rings, or worn cylinder walls.
Schedule Oil Change. Lake Ford helped make these videos. This video shows you how to
change the oil and oil filter in your Toyota Corolla. When you change your own oil, you know
that you are putting quality oil in your Corolla and that the filter is being changed too. Most
importantly, you get a chance to look around under your Corolla for potential trouble spots.
This video shows you the location of your oil drain plug, oil filter, oil fill cap and dipstick in
addition to the steps needed to change the oil and filter in your Corolla. For most Toyotas, you
can wrap an old belt around the oil filter and unscrew it by hand. If you can't do this, see our
parts page to find a Toyota Corolla oil filter wrench. If your Corolla is too low to the ground to
access your drain plug and oil filter, be sure to use jack stands and safe jacking procedures
before getting under your Corolla. If it isn't printed on the oil cap, check your owners manual for
the exact type before adding new oil. We recommend wearing safety glasses whenever you are
working under your Corolla. You never know what could be dripping down from the engine,
battery acid, engine coolant, brake fluid, etc. All of these fluids are extremely harmful to your
eyes and skin so it is important to protect yourself. Hans Angermeier has produced over ,
videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair
procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. A check engine light can be cleared with a
simple fix or it could be a major problem - find out now! Leaking coolant is usually a sign that
your water pump needs to be replaced. This video shows you how to quickly plug it. If your
battery has green or white cruddy deposits, it is probably not getting enough juice from and will
likely wear out sooner. Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also
slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to
help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car
based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car,
but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for
the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over ,
videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Do not ignore this! Plug minor coolant
leaks. Clean the gunk off of your battery. Replace reverse light. White light when you back up yup, they burn out and you can replace them with bright LEDs. See all videos for the Toyota
Corolla. We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything You can
save this vehicle to My Garage by simply signing in or creating a new account. Find your Toyota
or Scion model so that we can personalize your experience. Dealerships for Puerto Rico can be
viewed on an external site. Select your vehicle to uncover all you need to know about your
Toyota, from warranties on replacement parts to manuals for unique vehicle needs. No Owner's
Manuals were found for your. No Accessories, Audio or Navigation manuals were found for
your. No warranty information was found for your. But it doesn't stop there. Emissions
Coverage 1 Coverages vary under Federal and California regulations. For Toyota hybrid
vehicles beginning with model year , the hybrid HV battery is covered for 10 years from original
date of first use or , miles, whichever comes first. Coverage is subject to the terms and
conditions of your New Vehicle Limited Warranty. See Owner's Warranty and Maintenance
Guide for details. We are proud to announce a significant enhancement to our Hybrid Battery
Warranty. Starting with the model year, every Toyota hybrid battery warranty is being increased
from 8 years or , miles, to 10 years from date of first use, or , miles whichever comes first. This
enhancement serves as an indication of our confidence in the quality, dependability, and

reliability of our products. The HV battery may have longer coverage under emissions warranty.
Toyota Genuine Parts are built to the highest standards of quality, durability and performance.
Most have month coverage, and there aren't many, if any, companies that offer a longer
guarantee. For accessories purchased after the new vehicle purchase, the coverage is 12
months, regardless of mileage, from the date the accessory was installed on the vehicle, or the
remainder of any applicable new vehicle warranty, whichever provides greater coverage, with
the exception of car covers. Car covers are warranted for 12 months from the date of purchase
and do not assume any coverage under the Toyota New Vehicle Limited Warranty. Every Toyota
Certified Used Vehicle is put through a point quality insurance inspection, with each Used
Hybrid tested to a point standard. Every new Toyota comes with ToyotaCare 2 , a no cost
maintenance plan with hour roadside assistance. Learn more about features and functionalities
for your vehicle. From audio to optional exterior components, we've got you covered. We've got
the perfect parts and accessories made to fit the exact specifications of your Toyota. Keep your
Toyota a Toyota. Find service centers and dealer offers near you. Toyota Owner manuals and
warranty information are the keys to quality maintenance for your vehicle. No need to hunt
down a separate Toyota repair manual or Toyota service manual. From warranties on Toyota
replacement parts to details on features, Toyota Owners manuals help you find everything you
need to know about your vehicle, all in one place. Detailed Toyota manuals and Toyota warranty
information help with questions about your vehicle specifications and maintenance schedules.
Plus, learn more about what your Toyota warranty coverage includes. What's more, Toyota
warranty information helps you identify your unique vehicle needs as well as plan future service
visits. Or, get the Toyota Manual for your Toyota ride free of charge using our Toyota Owners
manual free download option. Toyota Owners. Sign in Join now. Select A Vehicle. Sign in Join
now Select A Vehicle. You're almost there. Select Your Vehicle. View PDF. Show Less. More To
Explore. ToyotaCare Every new Toyota comes with ToyotaCare 2 , a no cost maintenance plan
with hour roadside assistance. How-To Videos Learn more about features and functionalities for
your vehicle. Learn More. Toyota Genuine Parts We've got the perfect parts and accessories
made to fit the exact specifications of your Toyota. Service Centers Keep your Toyota a Toyota.
Keys to Quality Maintenance. Read More. Additional Resources. Countless reasons to join.
Create an account and get the most out of your Toyota today. First noticed this 2 weeks after an
oil change back in Took it back to the mechanic. He said it was due to engine sludge and
recommended using synthetic oil for a few more oil changes to address the issue. However,
several synthetic oil changes later, problem still continued. Read up articles on the internet
about the issue. Ever since then, I suffered the pain knowing I couldn't go on any long drives.
Kept topping up 2 quarts of oil every miles. I noticed in the middle of that the check engine light
was on and hence the vehicle didn't pass state inspection. Found out that this was due to a bad
catalytic converter. Had the catalytic converter changed so I could drive legally. Few months
later, the problem re-appeared and turns out that the catalytic converter was blown again. This
time, the mechanic remarked "Oh it's one of those oil burning engines". Unfortunately, I also
found out that the engine oil burn causes the catalytic converter to go bad. So I am in the
unfortunate position of having to replace the cat. Isn't there some way to channel this problem
to Toyota? Hope somebody from Toyota is reading this. Their cars are know for legendary
reliability, but this has bee n a huge disappointment. If they can do a recall and fix this issue, I
would go back to being a loyal Toyota customer. My car was showing no signs of burning oil or
oil leaking, went 5, miles and oil light only flickered and I took it for an oil change immediately
and my mechanic said that the oil was "almost empty" but no signs of leaking, etc. I know other
people with older toyotas that have gone over 7, miles and there was no damage One week
later, I'm passing a tractor trailer up a hill and my car starts making a loud thrashing or
knocking noise, the longer I drove the louder it got. Thank God that it didn't stop on 81 and it
got me home before it stopped working. I checked the oil and there was oil in it but I guess the
damage was done 7 days earlier when almost all the oil was absorbed!!! What is with this- did.
Toyota know about this problem and isn't telling us. I own a Honda now. I'm very very
disappointed because Toyota Corollas in the past would last over , miles. I have to refill engine
oil every miles since mile. Deal checked and said it cost a lot to fix it, suggested to fill 10W40 oil
so the leak will be slow. Once again my engine check light is on! I have been to the mechanic a
half dozen times in past year to remedy this. The catalytic converter has been replaced twice.
Now my engine is knocking and seems ready to blow. Burns oil and has not run smoothly in
years! I am done with Toyota! I have replaced everything but the engine on this car and I am
afraid that's coming. Time for a new car and you can bet it will not be a Toyota. I am very
disappointed with the deterioration of Toyota. I bought a Toyota corolla in that never needed
more than normal maintenance and oil changes. When I was finished with that car, it still had
the original clutch and transmission with nearly , miles on it. What the hell has happened to

Toyota quality! I am sorely disappointed! Like dozens of others here have said, my car is
burning oil. I just bought it six weeks ago, had it fully checked out by certified mechanic, did my
research, and made sure there was enough oil in it, etc. Everything looked great. And the timing
chain and tensioner were causing the noise and are damaged due to lack of oil! What's
frustrating is that nobody knows why this oil burning problem is happening, or how to fix it
beyond buying another Corolla engine. Just wanted to add my experience with this car. Bought
it as a certified vehicle from a dealer with about 50K on it. Was told by the dealer they had just
replaced, I think the head gaskets, right before I bought it - they didn't say why. The biggest
issue was having to add oil all the time and the knocking in the engine, especially when cold - I
live in MN. The worst part was discovering for the first time it was a problem - that is, checking
the oil level and none on the dipstick - not good! I wonder how much damage has been caused
by this problem in vehicles whose owners don't pay as much attention to this stuff - I guess the
noise probably gets bad enough at some point that people end up taking it in to have them
looked at? Thank goodness there are still skilled, honest independent mechanics in small towns
yet to help us figure out these problems. This car used almost two quarts of oil every thousand
miles. I'm a commuter, so I was dumping oil into it every day. I just ended up buying a Honda,
I'm much happier now. I bought the Corolla used at 91K. I discovered the hard way, that it burns
oil. To the tune of 1 quart per miles or so. I discovered this when the oil light came on. By filling
up the oil it did stop the engine from pinging. Temporarily that is. After another 30K in miles, the
engine pings continuously now up the slightest incline or when accelerating. The engine light
also came on too about 10K miles ago. The diagnostic code says that the oxygen sensors
needs replaced. I did and the engine light came on within 1 mile of the repair shop. After reading
about similar problems here and with the Prism, I guess I will just drive this car into the ground
and not worry about the lights coming on or putting much more money into. This is my first car
ever and I bought it based on Toyota's so-called reputation for producing reliable long lasting
cars. Well, that turned out to be a load of This car has probably been burning oil for a while and
at one point when I went for an oil change a mechanic told me that it took a lot of oil to fill it. I
just dismissed it thinking that the guy before did not close the cap properly. The problem first
starts as a rattling noise that you can hear when you're at high RPM. Considering this is a
manual car, I have better control of when to shift gears. First mechanic I took it to thought it was
some heat shield about to fall off. A few months later, I was told that the bottom of the
crankshaft and engine are damaged and that the engine needed to be replaced. When I looked
this problem up on the web, it seemed to be quiet common among the corollas. My corolla
burns way too much oil. I would put in 1 quart 1 week then more the next. I thought after my oil
changes I would not have to put oil for awhile but no I would have to put more in. It has gotten
worse and now I need a new engine. I was told that noise that just started means I'm losing my
engine and don't know how long it has left. I wonder where has all that oil gone too? How can
there be no oil? There is no leak, its not smoking. It will cost me almost 3k to fix it. I have heard
this engine has had problems but it's a little to late for me. I just took it to a regular mechanic. I
will still buy corollas, I know they are good, but I was disappointed with this one, I guess every
make has mistakes, this was one of them, I hope with my next Corolla I don't have the same
problem. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: not sure 6 reports
new engine 5 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet
this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Corolla
problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Toyota mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your
area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search
CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. After normal
business hours sales Not your vehicle? Please click the "Add to Cart" button and select the
suggested quantities on the following page. Then click Checkout after you have added the last
item to the cart. Multiple oils or filters may be compatible with your vehicle below. I drive around
14, miles per year divided by Now let's divide 14, by This means after some math calculation
that I used 27 gallons less x 2. This is what the oil cost me per year so I got the oil for free! Plus
I have peace of mind that my vehicle will not endure punishment saving me even more in
repairs and no wasting time times per year dozing off in a waiting room at the dealership! This
oil is awesome!! Drive a taxi? Do you own several taxis? Are you a Lyft or Uber driver who is a
big time road warrior driving thousands of miles per month? This means you have to change
your engine oil often such as every months, depending on the miles driven. Switch to Amsoil
and protect your engine while making more money since you will not be spending your time
changing your oil. Buy today and not have to worry about changing your oil so quickly! We try
to keep one page for each model vehicle. To decrease engine wear, opt for synthetic motor oil
rather than conventional. Synthetic oil is manufactured, so it lacks impurities. It burns cleaner
and keeps your engine free of sludge and deposits. Your Vehicle's Information. Amsoil has your

back! Bullet proof your Corolla's engine! With filter 3. Amsoil backs up all claims with proof!
Support American Oil! It has advanced synthetic technology that resists chemical breakdown
for maximum wear protection for your vehicle which is well beyond the traditional 3,mile oil
change interval. Also top-notch protection for SUVs, heavy equipment, and other heavy-duty
vehicles. Made in the USA. This severe gear lube will protect bearings, gears from friction and
exceeds performance of any regular gear oil out there! Keep your truck or vehicle out of the
shop and avoid costly repairs with this made in the USA lube. It is made with synthetic base oils
and top additives without adding any wax. Amsoil Severe Gear is solid against thermal
breakdown. Will give you awesome protection for bearings and gears and tough against heat
which will help extend the life of your equipment and avoid costly repairs. Made in the U.
Transmission filters Product Name Product Description Product WIX Transmission Filter Wix
transmission filters will protect your Toyota Corolla's transmission from harmful contaminants
in the transmission fluid system and proper filtration reduces wear and prevents sticking in
your Corolla. Lasts up to , miles or five years! Related Products. Toggle navigation menu. Free
catalog Become a dealer. Links about Amsoil Car lookup guide Privacy Policy. Save time and
money and costly repairs at the auto shop! Protect your Corolla with the best synthetic oil! This
is the best oil filter for your Toyota Corolla and is designed to last up to 25k normal conditions
or 15k miles severe conditions or 1 year, whichever comes first. This special formula is m
msd ignition kits chevy
dryer frigidaire affinity
electric baseboard heater thermostat wiring diagram
ade for harsh operating conditions that pick-up trucks endure. This lube is made to exceed the
requirements of equipment and all vehicles that require SAE 80W viscosity. Amsoil's Signature
Series Multi-Vehicle Synthetic automatic transmission fluid is made to blow the doors off any
regular or conventional ATF fluids on the market and our oil surpasses the performance needs
of most vehicles. Protect your transmission and avoid costly repairs. This fluid has an
advanced formula to give awesome top-notch protection under harsh operating conditions.
Transmission repairs are expensive so protect your vehicle with this great fluid! Outsanding
protection and resists varnish! Change interval based on your Corolla's recommendation. Wix
transmission filters will protect your Toyota Corolla's transmission from harmful contaminants
in the transmission fluid system and proper filtration reduces wear and prevents sticking in
your Corolla. Lasts in your Toyota Corolla for up to , miles or five years!

